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Here are the details:

}  Rome digital terrestrial channels 73 and 214 HD. 
}  Satellite channel 515 sky but on satellite 

with HD decoder visible in clear -  
(without any subscription).

} TV sat channel 815
}  Live streaming: https://telepacenews.it/

diretta/

For frequency information:  
https://telepacenews.it/telepace-diffusione-
via-satellite/

All units or regions interested in rebroadcasting 
the event are asked to contact in good time the 
Catholic TV station TELEPACE which is autho-
rised to broadcast live.

For any other clarification, please contact: 

General Secretariat
Via della Conciliazione, 51

00193 Roma, Italia
E-mail: beatification@mailsds.org

Consultative communication
E-mail: generalate-secretariat@mailsds.org

The Solemn Celebration in Rome 
will take place in two stages: 

Live Broadcasting
of the Beatification of Father Francis Jordan

15 May 2021 at 10.30 a.m. 
(Italian time)

Basilica of St. John Lateran: 
Rite of Beatification

Information on the Beatification
In 1942, the cause for the Beatification of Father 
Francis Jordan was opened. In January 2011, the 
Holy Father, Pope Benedict XVI, signed the Decree 
of Venerability. During the ordinary session of the 
Cardinals and Bishops of the Congregation for the 
Causes of Saints on 19 June 2020, the miracle at-
tributed to the intercession of Father Francis Jor-
dan was recognised, approved and promulgated 
by the Holy Father, Pope Francis. This act defined 
the beatification of Father Francis Jordan setting 
the date for the celebration as 15 May 2021.

Finally, the day long awaited by all members of the 
Salvatorian Family has arrived: the Beatification of 
Father Francis Jordan. His charism is to help the 
Church to know, love and proclaim the one God 
manifested in Jesus Christ, the Divine Saviour. To-
day, this is the true inspiration for many Salvatorian 
women and men, religious and lay, who work fol-
lowing the example of the apostles in more than 
50 countries, scattered in the different continents: 
Europe, America, Asia, Australia and Africa, working 
in the field of education, evangelization, human and 
spiritual promotion, in missions and parish ministry.
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16 May 2021 at 15:00 (Italian time)

St. Peter’s Basilica: Mass of 
thanksgiving for the new 
Blessed Francis Jordan
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Many wanted to be present in Rome to 
participate in the Beatification of the 
Founder, but due to restrictions caused 
by the Covid pandemic, unfortunately 
this is not possible. In the meantime, 
we have taken steps to broadcast the 
event of the Beatification through the 
media so that everyone will be able to 
accompany the celebrations in LIVE 
Streaming.
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